


25 Moorundie Street,

TRURO. SA. 5353

• Phone: 08 8564 0214

• Fax: 08 8564 0018

• EMAIL: sales@truroagencies.com.au 



To compliment & strengthen the 
Equipment Sales a SERVICE 
DIVISION has been established.

The Service Workshop at 25 
Moorundie Street TRURO now 
carries out :

Pre-delivery of all TE PARI Sales

Ongoing Service of all Machines 
Sold – including

On  Site Servicing of TE PARI 
Equipment



Te Pari a world leader in livestock 

handling equipment.

We focus on one thing, making livestock 

equipment that is safe and efficient. 

Safe – We are committed to safety in the workplace and have obtained a 
Tertiary Level ACC Workplace Safety Management System for the last eight 
years.

Lean – We have embarked on a Lean journey in the production facility and we 
are evermore searching to improve efficiency and productivity.

Automated – Ten years ago, we invested in our first welding robot. Currently we 
have eight robots fulfilling different key roles in our factory as well as five CNC 
machines with plan for further automation already on the drawing board.

Sustainable – With a dedicated sales and marketing team actively building the 
business, an R&D team working on new innovative products and a strong focus 
on conquering new emerging marketing we plan to keep the production facility 
busy for years to come.



RACEWELL HD4 SHEEP HANDLER
•Rugged construction and a well proven design
•Up to 6 way Manual or Auto weighing and drafting
•Unobstructed overhead access ideal for reading/applying ear tags
•Four Function Remote control controls clamp/release and drafting gates gate 
activated by the sensors
•Side Tilt option controlled by foot pedal for easy access to all sides of the animal
•Automatic closing of the entry gate activated by the sensors
•Easily adjustable optical sensors to allow for different catch positions. ie; set 
forward for capsule drenching in the middle for weighing or the rear for dagging
•Variable clamp pressure ensures animal comfort
•Rubber floor for improved footing of animals
•Integrated EID reader for optimum tag reading



RACEWELL HD4 SHEEP HANDLER
SIDE TILT CRUTCHING FLAP

The Side Tilt option allows the sheep to be tipped 90 
degrees for crutching. The controls are proportional, as in 
some situations you may only need to tilt it slightly and just 
take the weight off the feet to stop kicking. The tilt option is 
supplied with a foot pedal for ease of use. When the sheep 
is returned to the upright position, the clamp can be set to 
auto release providing hands-free operation.



RACEWELL HD4 SHEEP HANDLER
This specially designed hot dip 

galvanised trailer makes it easy to 

transport your Racewell Sheep 

System around the farm or between 

properties.

It features a retractable drawbar,

removable wheels, and a fold down

working platform. The hydraulic lift

makes it easy and very quick to

remove the wheels and lower the

whole trailer to the ground. In its

working position the maximum width

of the trailer is 900mm without

wheels on. The trailer system is

easy to manoeuvre and fit into most

yard situations, and an optional

Duratorque suspension for longer

travel distances is available.



AUTO DRAFTER

The Racewell Auto Drafter is used solely for weighing and drafting allowing you 
sort your lambs into weight lines to optimise growth and slaughter schedules.

The new Racewell DR3 Sheep Drafter is a dedicated weighing and drafting machine based 
on well-proven and respected Racewell technology. It has been designed for farmers who 
want a simple weighing and drafting machine without the full handling capability of the top-
of-the-line Racewell HD3 Sheep Handler, but still utilising its ‘Magic Eye’ and radio remote 
control technology that provides flexible setup and ease of use.



AUTO DRAFTER

RACEWELL TRAILER SYSTEM

3 BENEFITS OF USING THE TE PARI RACEWELL DR3/DR5 AUTO DRAFTER:
1. Intelligent Auto Sensing Entry Gate: The entry gate is triggered by twin optical sensors. If a second 
animal tries to enter the crate and gets caught in the closing gate the intelligent auto sensing entry 
gate system will reopen and then close the gate again – by itself – after a few seconds, releasing the 
animal. In addition the entry gate is not part of the weighing zone. This means that if an animal 
waiting in the race puts load on the entry gate the weight recording will not be affected.

2. Integrated ePanel EID Antenna: The innovative Te Pari ePanel Integrated EID antenna is integrated 
into the side of the sheep drafter. The ePanel reader addresses the requirement for a compact, 
unobtrusive antenna that ensures the EID ear tag is accurately read no matter where the sheep is 
holding its head. As the antenna is very close to the sheep false reads of the EID tag is very rare.

3. Effective Drafting: The Te Pari Racewell DR3 Sheep drafter with a Te Pari scale indicator can draft 
sheep 9 ways out 3 drafting gates. This allows you to split your draft lines into more accurate groups 
and headbails.



SHEEP JETTER

Using 20 jets that are strategically 
positioned to target the affected 
areas. The Te Pari Sheep Jetter is 
a proven design based on 
simplicity and reliability that can 
process up to 1000 sheep/hour.

The Te Pari Sheep Jetter is
predominantly manufactured
from stainless steel, reducing the
unit’s weight to 56kg. The strong,
compact frame has few moving
parts which means less
maintenance. The unit comes
complete with all necessary
pipework including cam-lock
fittings, and intake filter.

Sheep Drenching


